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FACEBOOK, GOLDMAN SACHS, STARBUCKS AMONG USERS OF HACKERS

A

n extreme shortage of security professionals and their
high salaries have made outsourced security (use of
hackers) a necessity. Leading organisations including
the US department of defence, Goldman Sachs, Shopify,
and Facebook have recognised hackers’ enormous
potential to do good. As more high-proﬁle
organisations – like Starbucks, General
Motors, HBO, the European Commission
–
– adopt and promote hacker-powered
security, the latter has moved from the fringes
of corporate information security and into a
decidedly mainstream occupation

WHAT PERCENTAGE OF YOUR INCOME COMES FROM HACKING?
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More than 50
hackers earned over
$100,000 in 2019.
The bulk of hackers
make less than
$20,000 per year
from bug bounties
as a hobby. But 85%
of hackers spend
less than 40 hours
per week hacking

Source: HackerOne’s The 2020 Hacker Report, figures based on its survey

Here are some jobs that may
be almost recession-proof
The pandemic will
accelerate demand
for IoT, data
science, automation
Swati Rathor, Akhil George
& Habeeba Salim | TNN

J

obs have been a big casualty of
the Covid-19 pandemic. But
even in this environment,
some jobs are doing much better than others. Many technology jobs are among them because one big lesson that has
emerged from the pandemic is that
companies that have digitally transformed themselves have been able
to deal with its impact better than
others. If work can be done over the
internet, you don’t have to step outside. If sensors can tell you the state
of a pipeline, you don’t have to send
a man out to check. If a machine
can be remotely repaired, again, no
physical intervention is required.
Anandorup Ghose, partner at
Deloitte India, says being digital is
no longer just about technology but
it also touches different business
aspects. “Skills like big data analytics, cloud computing, RPA, social
and mobile platforms for services,
would be key differentiators across
businesses as they begin to ramp
up operations. The installed base
of such niche digital skills has increased significantly over the last
three years, but the rate of increase
in demand is far higher. Investing
in digital skills is emerging as a key
focus area for the majority of the
CXOs,” he says.
Venkatesh Radhakrishnan, VP
& global head of talent acquisition
at UST Global, says although no
career is entirely recession-proof,
candidates trained in cybersecurity,
AI/ML, devops, Python, cloud architecture and cloud administration are currently hot in the job

DEMAND FOR DIGITAL SKILLS REMAINS HIGH
Investing in digital skills
is emerging as a key
focus area for the majority of
the CXOs. The rate of demand
for such skills remains
very high
Anandorup Ghose | PARTNER,

D

uring the 1990s, it was chic to
read Future Shock. Nowadays
though, there’s a far more reliable way of trying to comprehend
the future. Computational thinking.
CT is a problem solving process that
uses decomposition (breaking complex problems into smaller chunks),
pattern recognition (seeing connections between different problems),
abstraction (sorting out relevant
details from irrelevant ones), and
algorithmic design (creating simple
steps to solve a problem). It’s a way
of thinking that is crucial for computer programming, but can be used
in other fields too.

THE GURU

Gaurav Vohra | CO-FOUNDER & CEO,

DELOITTE INDIA

JIGSAW ACADEMY

We had a batch graduating
in April and almost 70% of
those students got placed across
various startups for roles like full
stack developer, frontend developer
and backend developer

SOLUTIONS PROVIDER

The demand for cost
optimisation and automation
will increase. This is expected to
create greater demand for industrial
IoT skills and competencies within
organisations

The opportunities for
computer science teachers
is only going to increase in the near
future as there will be a surge of
potential software developers who
will need to be taught

DD Mishra | SENIOR RESEARCH
DIRECTOR, GARTNER

Maneesh Sharma | COUNTRY
MANAGER, GITHUB INDIA
For the bottom of the
pyramid, skills like end user
compute, contact centre skills and
data labelling will see an upward
movement due to the new ways of
working and new needs
Feroz Khan | PARTNER, KPMG INDIA
market. “By the time the world gets
back to office, many of the common
practices would have shifted to the
digital space – smart appliances using a voice command, connected lift
using a smartphone app, etc. IoT is
going to be one of the key enablers
here,” he says.
Many others agree that IoT
skills are going to be crucial, since
`contactless’ is gaining importance.
Gaurav Vohra, co-founder & CEO

Computational design, Maeda
says, will be instrumental in a company’s journey to becoming AI-ready,
which in turn will vastly accelerate
how it goes to market with ideas that
positively impact customers.
Maeda says companies are at different stages of ‘going digital’ and
applies the famous Kardashev scale
to the digital transformation status
of a company.
Kardashev 1 was the period during the 1990s when the internet was
created and companies started to
take advantage of email and information. Kardashev 2 occurred in the
early 2000s when e-businesses took
off. Kardashev 3 is where most companies are now, where they sell products online, use the net to try to get
customers their own way and use
social media to boost their profile.
Kardashev 4 is where the big tech
companies are at, they are already
working at light speed. They never
had to go through the first 2 Kardashev stages and they made the third
stage possible. They have data at
their core, they have the best software engineers in the world and eat
up all the startups. Kardashev 5 is
the singularity. It’s like the computer tech in the Matrix and Skynet
(from The Terminator movies).
“Everybody at Kardashev 4 is afraid
of Kardashev 5, whereas companies
in Kardashev 1, 2 & 3 aren’t even
aware of the 5th stage. That is an
imbalance that must be addressed,”
says Maeda.
In short, tech companies need
more computational designers and
thinkers to glean the future and
take them to Kardashev 4 and beyond. “We have
to enable the
older companies to survive
and thrive to
make the world
more fair and
diverse. We have
to avoid Kardashev 5 from being a single company that has
monolithic control of everyt h i n g , ” s ay s
Maeda.

“Computational thinking is not
about maths. Digital natives, those
who know exactly what their apps
or programs or gadgets are capable
of, are naturally good at computational thinking. Young people are
especially good at it,” says John
Maeda, chief experience officer at
Publicis Sapient and author of
‘How to speak machine.’ Maeda
says that computational thinking
is crucial in tech to become better
designers. “Everybody looks at Apple and wonders ‘wow, how do we
be like them’ and think it must be
design. But no one knows what ‘design’ actually means.”
He buckets designers into three
categories. 95% of designers he calls
classical designers, those who
can design sunglasses; but
that’s not very useful to design Instagram. 4% of
designers are design
thinkers, those who
are good at business
management and organisation – they are
useful in big companies but not so much
in tech startups.
And the last 1% are
computational designers, those
who understand
how computers
and cloud
computing
work.
John Maeda, chief experience officer, Publicis Sapient

IoT has been booming in medical
research, smart retail, smart
buildings and even wearables. So
roles related to IoT and its uses have
way more importance now
Shaapla Sen | HR MANAGER, 75F, IOT

Prateek Shukla | CEO &
CO-FOUNDER, MASAI SCHOOL

Computational thinking
is a core skill and key
to becoming AI-ready
Akhil.George@timesgroup.com

With processes fast becoming
contactless, there is a sudden
surge in interest for IoT courses from
individual learners and from
companies. Many want to build
products in IoT

Demand for niche skills continues,
including for big data developers,
ML & data virtualisation, MS Azure
Cloud, RPA, DevOps, Java FS with
Angular 2.0+, Java with Spring boot &
Microservices
Venkatesh Radhakrishnan | VP, UST
ditioner in a hall going. That involves understanding AI/ML, and
especially natural language
processing.
Maneesh Sharma, country manager of GitHub India, says data
science and AI/ML talent will continue to be in demand since they
are embedded in almost every software development project now.
Feroz Khan, partner in KPMG India, also says data engineering and

of Jigsaw Academy, says three IoT
roles are recession-proof – architect, engineer and analyst. An IoT
architect is like a product manager
who assesses the problem and envisions the system, an engineer executes this vision, and an analyst
studies data.
`Contactless’ is also expected to
boost conversational computing.
You just need to speak to get a video
conferencing system or an aircon-

data science skills will be in high
demand. This, he says, will also be
needed as organisations move towards a remote working model.
“Monitoring performance in remote working will be dependent
upon algorithm based behavioural,
sentimental and predictive analytics which will need data science
skills,” he says.
Sunil C, head of specialised
staffing at TeamLease Digital, too
says that advanced data analytics/
data science with specific skills like
SQL data analytics, Python data
analytics, business intelligence
strategy, R programming, AI/ML,
Hadoop Apache Spark, data visualisation will be in high demand.
He also thinks there will be a
spike in infrastructure automation,
with skills like infrastructure-ascode using tools like Terraform,
Ansible & Chef, and continuous
integration/deployment with tools
like Jenkins, Vagrant, Packer &
Docker, config/secret management.
Khan predicts that cloud architecture skills will be sought after
because organisations will move
away from the capex model of infrastructure provisioning, which
is cost intensive and takes time
to set up.
The shift to digital inevitably
means more cyberattacks. The vulnerability involved in the sudden
remote work during the pandemic
has also been exploited by hackers.
Even before the pandemic the demand for cybersecurity talent was
high owing to a dearth of available
professionals. “However, the sudden influx of connected devices
owing to remote working, digitisation across sectors, and the corresponding expansion of the threat
landscape have accelerated this
sustained increase in demand,”
says Venkat Krishnapur, VP of engineering and MD, McAfee India.
Sunil says the demand-supply
gap in the emerging skills is so
much that there can be a 20% increase in salaries for these roles.

EKA’S SOFTWARE IS CORE TO UNILEVER, CARGILL, RIO TINTO

Eka founder Manav Garg (front row, second from right), with his Bengaluru team

FROM 4 DAYS TO 30 SECONDS
Manav Garg’s Bengaluru-based venture Eka’s
customers are the likes of Unilever, Cargill and Rio
Tinto. Many of his 100+ customers have revenue
over $1 billion each
Eka started in 2004 as a trading & risk
management software for companies in
agriculture, energy, mining & metals – companies
that have to deal with the huge volatility in
commodities trading
Garg, a former coffee trader, now also has
solutions for supply chain and sustainability, and
ﬁnancial management. Eka systems are mission
critical for clients
Everything’s on the cloud. And unlike traditional
monolithic, complex, expensive systems, Garg
has broken it all down into many bite-sized
components/apps. “It allows for lower costs, quick
changes, and remote implementations. Particularly
useful now during the pandemic,” Garg says

Patrick Hammen, CIO of the $2.6-billion
Renewable Energy Group, says Eka helped them
automate a four-day, manual reconciliation
process into a 30 second task. “The application
enables us to view exposure at the click of a
button instead of waiting a full business week
for the manual report to be put together. It
eliminated any chance of human error while
aggregating, blending, and analysing inputs
from all our data sources,” he says
Wallace Leong, risk manager at Pine Energy,
a Singapore-based coal trading company,
says they went live on Eka’s trading & risk
management platform in 12 weeks. A traditional
system would have required six months or
longer to implement. “And it allows us to
seamlessly add new functionalities without
worrying about timelines or implementation
failures,” he says

TECH I’D LIKE TO SEE

Banking on blockchain

I

see blockchain revolutionising the banking ecosystem.
Some sectors have already
replaced bulky paperwork
and conventional contracts by
adopting the smart contract,
which is a protocol built on top
of a blockchain network. This
has led to a much faster and
seamless process,
demonstrating what
a decentralised
trusted ledger can
do. In banking,
with blockchain,
you will be able to
open an account in
minutes. Banks
rely on
payment
networks

for the movement of funds between parties and this involves
a middleman. Blockchain can
replace the middleman, and
thereby drastically reduce
costs and create a more secure
payment processing network.
Financial institutions make
heavy investments in building
a workforce for KYC veriﬁcation. Getting this veriﬁcation done and other banks
leveraging it via blockchain
eliminates duplication of efforts and provides a secure
and cost-effective way of
veriﬁcation. Blockchain will
also help reduce regulatory
interventions, enabling banks
and ﬁntechs to manage
compliance with ease.

Ajeesh Achuthan | CO-FOUNDER & CTO, OPEN FINANCIAL TECHNOLOGIES

Stack Overflow’s
become the Google
for developers
Habeeba.Salim @timesgroup.com

K

nowledge sharing platform
Stack Overflow has grown
to become the developer’s
Google. When a developer or
technologist runs into a complex
problem, Stack Overflow is the
go-to place to find advice.
The platform is invaluable
because the tech sector is one
where new codes, programs and
innovations are emerging continuously. “We are an indispensable part of the tech community,” says Prashanth Chandrasekar, CEO of Stack Overflow.
Chandrasekar, who grew up in
Bengaluru, was the fifth guest
on the Times Techies Webinars
last Wednesday.
Stack Overflow is based on a
question and answer format, incentivised by upvotes, downvotes
and badges. A growing number
of upvotes and badges would indicate a developer’s understanding of the tech, ability to solve a
problem and popularity in the
community. That’s also mannah
for recruiters.
Chandrasekar says developers feel proud when their Stack
Overflow contributions are acknowledged on Twitter and elsewhere. It gives them a lot of confidence. “They also get a lot of
personal satisfaction when we tell
them that their contribution has
impacted, say, 300,000 people,” he
says. Recruiters can figure out
how well you have answered, how
collaborative you are.
Most of the world, Chandrasekar says, is currently focused on synchronous models for
knowledge sharing (where things
disappear after a transaction).
“But when you really want to do
work and collaborate on a project,
you would rather want answers
to queries parked in an asynchronous platform,” he says.
India has the most number of
visitors to Stack Overflow, followed by the US. Bengaluru provides more traffic to Stack Overflow – it was 41,978,429 sessions
last year – than any other city in
the world. London at No. 2 was
only half that.
Stack Overflow numbers
show significant developer
growth in tier II and tier III cities
of India – Ludhiana (+66% last
year), Dehradun (+44%), Raipur
(+30%), Mysuru (+19%) and

In Session-6 of the
#TimesTechiesWebinars series,
watch Prateek Shukla, the cofounder & CEO of Masai School.
He will speak on “Pay when you
earn” coding courses, in the
context of the current ﬁnancial
crunch. Masai School aims to
revamp the Indian education
system from a degree-based to a
skill set-based system.

Live today, June 24, from
6 pm to 7 pm, on the FB
event page: https://bit.ly/
techieswebinar6
Thrissur (+16%). “The ongoing
Covid crisis may lead to a deurbanisation, a lot of developers
shifting back to their home bases,” says Chandrasekar.
Indian developers start writing code at least two years later
compared to developers in countries such as Poland and Germany, who on average start coding by the age of 15. “Our children should start a little early,
and should not wait for any formal coding class to begin,” says
Chandrasekar.
When a new language or
technology emerges, Stack
Overflow moderators coordinate with community members
to build a knowledge base. “The
community of technologists
loves to share their knowledge.
When some new technology or
language is introduced, people
are incentivised (upvotes, badges) to contribute and as a result
of that other users too are encouraged to contribute, and the
volume is so large that the network effect really works,” says
Chandrasekar.

Indian developers
who are paying
attention to the trends and
are able to leverage the
most efficient
language are
going to have a
leg up over
others
Prashanth
Chandrasekar | CEO,
STACK OVERFLOW

Lavanya is the role model for girls in her family
Arpita.Misra@timesgroup.com

F

our colleges along National
Highway 7 – that’s all she
could choose from when she
pitched to her parents the idea
of becoming an engineer. “There
was no permission for anything
beyond and I lost out on many
good colleges,” says Lavanya
Jaganath, whose student years
hinged on many terms and conditions. While her father was
into small businesses, her mother ran her own tailoring unit
from their home in Attibele, a
small town in Karnataka. Lavanya, meanwhile, stitched together her dreams, shattering
timewor n gendered notions
along the way.

INSPIRATION
Lavanya, who works as a data
scientist with Shell India in
Chennai, says her parents,
though not very educated, were
open-minded. But her father always needed that extra bit of
convincing. “When I topped
class 10 in Anekal taluk, people,
who had been highly dismissive
about my education otherwise,
sat up and took notice,” says the
26-year-old. In her generation of
cousins, she is the only girl to
have earned degrees, including
a post-graduation.
Lavanya did her pre-university from Christ Junior College,
Bengaluru, and BE in electron-

ics and communication from
The Oxford College of Engineering, both about 25-30 km from
her home. “In those years,
BMTC (public) buses became my
second home,” says Lavanya.
“I’d catch up on sleep while journeying long distances to and
from these institutions. Hostel
was never an option.”
Lavanya started her career
with TCS as a mainframe developer and later transitioned to
data analytics. Her appetite for
data science saw her enrol for a
year-long PG diploma in big data
and machine learning at Great
Lakes Institute of Management.
“Data science is cutting-edge
technology and I wanted to be
on the better side to prove my

The demand for
data scientists and
data engineers will increase
signiﬁcantly,
especially
in India

Lavanya
Jaganath |
ASSOCIATE DATA

SCIENTIST, SHELL
INDIA

skills,” she says.
At Shell, the Dutch-British
oil and gas major, Lavanya is 11
months old now. Her role involves leveraging and synthesising huge amounts of data to
build machine learning models,

create visualisation dashboards,
software applications, and implement the models to improve
decision-making processes. She
says AI and ML are the engines
of the future and feels empowered working in this domain.
Lavanya says the Covid-19
pandemic has resulted in lesser
human interactions. And this
only means it will open up more
space for application of automation and AI in many fields,
where data science will play a
major role.
A sparkling role model for
the little girls in her family today, this youngster believes sincerity, hard work and talent are
ultimately rewarded, irrespective of gender.

